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Fall StylesThe

"fullworth"
Now Ready
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Following Our Established Custom

We Submit to Our Patrons the

Authoritative Styles in HighrGrade

America's

Greatest

Hat

A Hundred

Shades and
ColorsHERTS WHUHNG

A Style to

fit
Your Face

Derby or
Soft Shapes
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APPAREL

For the Fall and Winter Season:

The finest fabrics to be obtained in the markets of

the world; many weaves exclusive with us were
used in the making of these clothes. Browns, grays,
dark blue and dark green effects will predominate.
Fabrics of these colorsmark the difference between
select and ordinary xldthes.

We present our clothing department representing
clothes service as distinguished from mere clothes
selling. Every man clothed in the fashion of the
coming season will be a well dressed man. From
our complete assortment of exclusive styles and
patterns we are confident of pleasing you in that
fall and winter Suit, Overcoat or Cravenette, rang-

ing in price from

$9.00 to $30.00 .
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A Size to

Fit

The Head

Every One

Guaranteed

Immense
Scale

I
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On which we are
able to produce our
garments allows you
the difference .be-
tween the high-price- d

tailor and the
same goods at a
reasonable figure.

Are designed

along correct

lines for men of

discriminating

tastes.
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fifteen Prominent Business and Professional Men Wearing the FULLWORTH HAT
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SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY
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